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ABSTRACT
In the field of overhead transmission lines, galloping is of immediate concern due to
its impact over the mechanical reliability and serviceability of electrical power networks.
It is known that smooth circular cylinders are immune to gallop and there are only few
galloping cases on bare conductors reported in the literature. Hence, galloping of
transmission lines are usually accompanied by ice accretion. Although ice accretion
over conductors is required for a galloping event, not all ice profiles lead to instability.
Several icing parameters including the amount of ice accretion, shape of the ice profile,
and the initial location (orientation) of the ice over a conductor combine to cause a
galloping event. In this paper, the effects of initial orientation of the ice on flow-induced
instabilities of an iced conductor are studied by employing an aeroelastic numerical
approach. The numerical approach is a two-way loosely coupled fluid-structure
interaction consisting of three key modules: Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD),
Computational Structural Dynamics (CSD), and communication and data-handling
module. A smooth, glaze iced profile with maximum ice thickness of 37% of the
conductor’s diameter is considered at various initial orientations over the conductor to
study the risk of galloping at different ice orientations. Moreover, the numerical results
are compared with the Den Hartog instability criterion in order to assess the possibility
of galloping outside the Den Hartog region.
1. INTRODUCTION
Overhead transmission line conductors are flexible structures subject to unsteady
wind-induced loading and consequent motion. The dynamic characteristics of such
motion, namely its frequency and amplitude, are directly related to the magnitude and
frequency content of the wind loading and the structural dynamic characteristics of the
transmission line. Wind-induced motions can be classified into three general
categories : 1) very small amplitude and high frequency (Aeolian vibrations), 2) small
amplitude and moderate frequency, recognized as wake- and vortex-induced
oscillations, and, finally, 3) a self-sustained, high-amplitude, and low frequency flutter
instability known as galloping (Blevins 1994, EPRI 2006, Lilien et al. 2007, Païdoussis
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et al. 2011). These three categories of conductor motion are also distinguished by other
factors such as energy transfer mechanism, type of motion, and different forms of
damage they may induce to transmission line components. For example, Aeolian
vibrations and wake-induced oscillations have moderate to high frequency lowamplitude characteristics that may cause wear and fatigue of conductor components,
while larger galloping motion, in addition, may cause flashover between adjacent
phases, which may lead to power outage and direct cable damage, cable tension
increase and dynamic loading on the supporting towers and connecting hardware, and,
in extreme situations, cable rupture, structural damage, and tower failure. Severe cases,
such as tower failure and blackouts, may occur during winter and in remote areas,
complicating the repair process. These damages and other impacts of transmission line
vibrations on the reliability and serviceability of electrical power networks are well
studied in the literature (e.g. see (EPRI 2006, Lilien et al. 2007)). Each year, millions of
dollars are spent worldwide to repair such damages and/or overcome the cost of
subsequent economical impact. Hence, wind-induced motions of conductors, and in
particular galloping, are an important consideration in designing transmission lines,
especially in geographical regions prone to atmospheric icing.
The character of instability in galloping is velocity-dependent and dampingcontrolled (Païdoussis et al. 2011). It means that during a galloping event, a bluff body
receives energy supplied by wind, and the effective damping present in the mechanical
line system plays an important role in decreasing or increasing the amplitude of
displacements. Effective damping combines both structural and aerodynamic damping
energy dissipation phenomena, and in order to have an oscillatory instability, it is
required to have a negative effective damping where energy is absorbed by the system
rather than dissipated.
Normally, in the case of bare conductors, wind loading, damping, and inertia forces
do not impose large motions in the vertical direction when subject to horizontal incident
wind, but the aerodynamic conditions of the conductor change dramatically in the
presence of atmospheric icing accretions (Lilien et al. 2007). In fact, it is shown that
bare smooth-surface cylinders are practically immune to very large amplitude,
galloping-type oscillations (Païdoussis et al. 2011), and there are only few galloping
cases on bare overhead line conductors reported in the literature (Farzaneh 2008).
Therefore, in almost all of the observed conductor galloping events, ice accretion and
threshold wind speed combinations are present. Moreover, the orientation of the ice
deposit with respect to incident wind, the iced conductor profile, and the magnitude of
the incident wind velocity are combined parameters that influence the likelihood of
galloping, although it is difficult to assign a confidence level to such predictions. In this
paper, the effects of the ice orientation and magnitude of the incident wind velocity on
overhead conductor galloping are studied using a computational aeroelastic approach
through a number of test cases.
2. NUMERICAL AEROELASTIC APPROACH
Current methods to predict galloping fail in many practical cases, mainly due to their
inherent limitations and simplifications. On the one hand, full-scale experimental setups are expensive, and such tests are compromised by the difficulty to replicate

realistic natural icing conditions as not all weather conditions and ice deposit profiles
can be simulated by icing tunnels or natural icing experiments. On the other hand,
computational methods for predicting and preventing conductor galloping through
unsteady flow calculation become of great interest. Computational aeroelastic analysis
dispenses with the common quasi-steady assumption, and makes it possible to capture
the time-accurate response of the structure under different ambient air flow conditions.
In addition, the analysis can simulate different natural conditions and ice profiles that
are non-uniform along the span, which are more realistic and therefore contribute to the
added credibility and acceptability of the numerical aeroelastic approach.
2.1. Fluid Dynamics
The unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations are solved
using FENSAP-ICE, a second order time accurate, 3D finite element compressible
Navier-Stokes solver (Habashi et al. 2004, Habashi 2009). The Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian (ALE) formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations is applied to compute the
time-accurate solution of the flow field with moving meshes. The non-dimensional ALE
formulation of URANS equations used in FENSAP-ICE can be expressed as follows:

∂ρ
− ui ρ,i + ( ρ ui ),i = 0 ,
∂t

∂ρ ui
− ui ( ρ ui ),i + ( ρ ui u j ) = − p,i + Re∞−1 τ ij , j − ( ρ ui u j ) ,
,j
,j
∂t

(1)
(2)

where ρ is air density, t , time, ui , the ith component of velocity, ui , mesh velocity, p ,
pressure, τ , stress tensor, Re∞ , free-stream Reynolds number, and ui u j is the
Reynolds stress tensor. Eq. (1) holds for the conservation of mass equation, and Eq. (2)
shows the conservation of momentum (Navier-Stokes) equations. These equations
suffer from a closure problem, i.e. Reynolds stress tensor needs to be computed.
Various turbulent-viscosity models, such as algebraic, one-equation, two-equation,
Reynolds-stress and higher order models are developed (see e.g. (Pope 2000)) to
solve the closure problem. In theory, accuracy increases with the level of turbulence
model, but the computational cost and simplicity of coding are important factors in
unsteady applications. Hence, the turbulent-viscosity model is chosen as follows,
2
ui u j = −2ν t Sij + kδ ij
(3)
3
In this equation, the local mean rate of strain, Sij , is calculated using the mean flow
velocities, and the eddy viscosity,ν t , and the turbulent kinetic energy, k , are estimated
from the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model (Bardina 1997).
Finally, it should be noted that at each time step, a Laplace equation is solved in
order to handle the moving nodes on the fluid/structure boundary and determine the
new equilibrium position and velocity of the internal nodes, i.e. the mesh velocity, ui , of
the fluid domain. This mesh velocity field is used in Eq.(2).

2.2. Equations of Motion
The incremental equations of motion of a structure idealized as a linear multidegree-of-freedom system can be expressed in the form of Eq. (4).
} + ⎣⎡C ⎦⎤ {∆q} + ⎣⎡ K ⎦⎤ {∆q} = {∆F }
⎣⎡ M ⎦⎤ {∆q

(4)

In this equation, [M] is the mass/inertia matrix, [C], the structural viscous damping
matrix, and [K], the stiffness matrix. For the problem at hand {q} ≡ (x, y, θ)T is the
displacement vector measured from the initial static equilibrium and {F} is the external
dynamic fluid loading vector resulting from the conductor surface loading. The dot
operator holds for the time derivative, and the ∆ is the forward difference operator in
time. The equations of motion are solved in full-space by direct time-step integration
using the second order unconditionally stable Newmark-Beta operator (Bathe 2006).
2.3. Coupling Algorithm
A two-way loosely coupled approach is applied in which the fluid and solid equations
are successively and separately solved (with independent solvers) using non-matching
grids. Then, the latest information provided by each part of the coupled system is called
by the other part in order to proceed in time. The coupling algorithm includes three
main modules: the fluid dynamics solver, the solid structural dynamics solver, and the
load/motion transfer operator that relays relevant analysis parameters between the two
solution domains. The solution process starts with an initial flow field that provides the
surface fluid tractions along the fluid/structure mesh interface. Next, using the
conservative load transfer operator, surface tractions are integrated to yield the
resultant nodal forces to be applied as external loads on the solid mesh. The solution of
Eq. (4) provides the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors of the solid mesh
nodes at every time step. After each time increment, the conductor displacements are
imposed via the compatibility condition to the nodes of the fluid mesh along the
fluid/structure interface. Then, the flow solver introduces this interface motion in the
fluid flow formulation to compute the fluid mesh motion in the entire domain, and then
solves the flow field. This loop proceeds in time until the total analysis duration is
achieved.
2.4. Model and Parameters
In order to study the effect of the initial ice deposit orientation with respect to incident
wind flow on conductor galloping, a symmetric glaze iced conductor with maximum ice
thickness of 37% of the conductor diameter is considered at different initial orientations
( ϕ ) relative to the incident wind. Fig. 1 illustrates the geometry of the model, the flow
boundary conditions, while the top right insert shows the profile of the iced conductor
and defines the angle ϕ . The incident wind velocity range of 10-30 m/s is considered.
The natural frequencies of translational galloping oscillations of the iced conductor on
flexible supports, representing the mid span oscillations of a typical high voltage line
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unstable zones at ϕ = ±60° and ±30° are detected, which are not predicted by DenHartog’s model.
In summary, the results show the failure of the Den-Hartog’s aerodynamic criterion
to predict all potential instability zones and provide evidences that galloping instability is
a velocity-dependent and damping-controlled, namely controlled by aerodynamic
damping. Hence, accurately predicting the likelihood of galloping instabilities requires
an aeroelastic approach.
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